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Father Maxwell Is Honored

The Very Reverend R. N. Maxwell looks over the
drawings of the proposed constructions on campus.
Viewing these plans with him are John Curley, left,
and Bill Flynn.

REV. JOSEPH R. N. MAXWELL, S.J.

The Presidents Report
(Ed. Note: The following are excerpts from THE PRESIDENT'S
REPORT published

in ALUMNI

NEWS.)

B.C. President Built Stadium;
ReligEousd.Assoc.
Kept Game Alive At Heights
FHorn.sCasey

The
William Y. E. Casey,
During this past year, the response of alumni and friends Dean ofRev.
the College of Arts and
to our appeals for assistance has been most generous: a source Sciences, has been elected to the
of genuine encouragement to all of us in achieving the board of directors of the Religious
programs and the development planned for the University. Education Association, an organizThe problems of the private and independent university to- ation of 3000 Catholics, Protestants
day, and for the foreseeable future are such that none can and Jews designed to study probeffectively function or plan for growth and development with- lems relating to these fields. The
post is of three years duration and
out such generous support.
involves cooperating with other
This Fall under the direction of Dr. Vincent P. Wright we religious and educational leaders
have inaugurated a new graduate program in business ad- throughout the U. S. and Canada
ministration leading to the degree of Master of Business Ad- in formulating the programs of the

ministration. This program was undertaken in response to the association.
requests and needs of many of our graduates, and others in
The election took place at the
the business community for advanced professional training in association's annual convention in
management and administration. One hundred and fifty stu- Chicago on November 24, 25 and
dents have been accepted for the first year of the program, 26. At the same time the R.A. also
elected as its president Dr. Jerome
which we feel will be a very valuable addition to the oppor- Kerwin,
a professor of Political
tunities and services offered by the University. More than Science at the University of Chitwo hundred men and women have enrolled this semester in cago. Fr. Casey was also a memthe undergraduate Evening Business School, which was begun ber of the Program Committee at
on campus last year under the direction of Dr. Wright.
the convention.

The entering class of full-time for the program which is now in
students for all schools of the Uni- progress.
versity this term numbered 1,767. New Faculty and Promotions
The total Fall enrollment is 7,410,
To meet the ever increasing
which consists of 5,116 men and needs in the academic programs in
2,294 women.
the several schools and colleges,
It is interesting to note that 678 ten Jesuits and twenty-five laymen
of our students this Fall are from have been appointed this year to
out-of-state and 473 of these are our full-time faculty. We now have
undergraduates. Six hundred of 526 members on the University
our undergraduate men are now faculty.
boarding on campus. And, had we
Among the new administrathe space in our now dormitories,
tive offices and services inauthere would be many more. This
gurated this year are the Ofyear we have had to make use of
fice of Educational Research
Southwell Hall as a men's residence
under the direction of Dr. Ruson campus for law and graduate
sell G. Davis of the School of
students.
Education; the Bureau of
Our Summer Session this year,
Seminar Research in the Colwith almost 1,900 students enrolled, lege of Business Administrawas the largest we have ever had.
tion with Mr. Joseph F. Turley
The special Summer Institutes for
as Director; and the Office of
professors of theology and for secEducational Guidance in the
ondary school science teachers were
College of Arts and Sciences
continued this year and were very with Mr. Weston M. Jenks,
successful and met with a very Jr., as Director.
favorable response from all parts
One hundred Fellowships and Asof the nation.
sistantships were awarded in the
In a further effort to assist high several departments of the Gradschool, and elementary school uate School. Thirteen of these
teachers in the crucial areas of were appointed Teaching Fellows
science and mathematics we have as part of a program of providing
established a special Institute for for the future shortage of faculty
Teachers of Mathematics. .This in- personnel by preparing premising
stitute is under the direction of the graduate fellows for the teaching
staff of our Mathematics Depart- profession. Ten graduate students
ment and our School of Education. were awarded Research AssistantSeventy-five teachers of high ships assigned to several of the
school mathematics have enrolled
(Continued on Page 2)

THE STADIUM

By LEO KEARNEY

Last Monday Rev. Joseph R. N.
Maxwell, S.J. was presented the
George Carens Trophy for having
made the most outstanding contribution to New England football
this year. With Fenway Park
closed to football, B. C.'s heritage
seemed doomedto the fate suffered
by other Jesuit Universities now
gridless. The only alternative open
to the administration was to reconstruct Old Alumni Stadium.
However, the enthusiastic support
which greeted the proposal prompted Fr. Maxwell to reconstruct all
the athletic facilities.
Planning for the construction of
the new stadium was a comparatively small portion of Fr. Maxwell's task. Financing the project
was his paramount concern, and to
solve this problem he inaugurated
a triple-barrelled drive, asking
donations not only of students and

alumni but also of friends of the

university.
The progressive administration
of Fr. Maxwell has been responsible
for other impressive strides in the
building program also. Under his

seven year direction, the Law
School, the School of Education,
and four new dormitorieshave become a part of the campus. These
accomplishments are the direct result of the loyalty and cooperation
that has developed in the alumni
and student body under
well's direction.

Fr. Max-

The selection committee for the
award was comprised of Boston
sports writers and, in awarding the
trophy to Fr. Maxwell, their choice
was unanimous. The football prowess of the university has provided
consistently good material for the
Boston writers, as is evidenced by
the scheduling of such teams as
Syracuse, Miami, Clemson, Army,
Navy, Pittsburg, and Dartmouth.

Fulton Debaters
Face Full Schedule Education Seminars Begin
M.D.C Commissioners Speak

The members of the Fulton Debating Society are facing a heavy
By MARTY NOLAN
schedule of debates within the next
two weeks.
The first of a series of EducaCarney Gavin, A&S '59, William tors' Seminars was conducted
TuesFawcett, C.B.A. '59, Richard JodNovember
at
Fulton
Hall
day,
26,
vin, A&S '59 and Donald McKeon, under the
joint sponsorship of the
A&S '59 will represent Boston Col- college of Business
Administration,
lege at the Tufts National Invitathe School of Education and the
today
tional Tournament
and Sat- New England Economic Education
urday. Georgetown, Fordham and Council.
all the Ivy League colleges will
Arthur D. Cronin, of Cronin
also be represented at this event.
Gartland and Company, chairman
William Fawcett and James Ha- of the Seminar opened the meeting
gan Jr., A & S '58 will debate with by introducing the main speakers,
Emerson College here at the Charles W. Greenough, ComHeights on Tuesday, while two missioner of the M.D.C. and Charles
C.B.A. seniors will debate at Emer- E. Downe, Vice president of Econoson. Rene Pinault Jr., A&S '58 and mic Development Associates,
Inc.
Joseph Dello Russo, A&S '58 will Both speakers addressed the auUniversity
face Northeastern
here dience, comprised mainly of high
at the same time.
school superintendents, on The New
Holy Cross will be Boston Col- Interdependence in Metropolitan
lege's opponent on Wednesday Living.
night. The debate will begin a two
Mr. Cronin, in his introductory
out of three series between the remarks, made reference to the
two rivals. Joseph Dello Russo and latest Chamber of Commerce reWilliam Fawcett will argue the af- port that listed the population figfirmative case. The national topic ure of Greater Boston at 2,800,000.
for intercollegiate debating con- He pointed out that this figure
(Continued on Page 3)
represented 50% of Massachusetts

total population and 30% of that
of the New England area. He
stated that in view of this fact,
cities and towns must set aside

"purely provincial thinking" and
work harmoniously towards a solution of common community prob-

lems.
Mr. Greenough, in explaining
the functions of the Metropolitan
District Commission, reminded his
audience that the problems of
metropolitan interdependence are
not new. He stated that of the four
functions of the M.D.C., highways,
water and sewerage systems and
parks, the problems posed by new
highways system have offered
"new tensions in a peculiar form."
He stated, however, that "the
transportationproblem is the heart
of the Metropolitan problem since
recent surveys shows that 600,000
cars are moving in and out of Boston daily."

Mr. Downe, in his speech, revealed that 95% of the population
of the United States live in Metro(Continued on Page 3)
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University's Growth Cited; 3 Million In Grants Received
(Continued from Page 1)
of Arts and Sciences and Business
sponsored research projects which Administration. In the College of

are under the direction of our
science departments.
For the past several years,
the faculty committees and
academic councils of our several schools have given considerable time and effort to
the review and evaluation of
our academic curriculum and
programs. This process of selfevaluation and examination
has been a continuing function
of our faculty and administration. The recommendations and
results have been most helpful
in achieving the constant development and adaptation necessary to provide the best
program for all of our students.
One of the more recent developments has been the revision of our

undergraduate Philosophy program
to effect a balanced distribution of
the Philosophy courses over the
four years, beginning in Freshman.
In an effort to better provide for
the needs of our superior students

a new honors program has been
established this year in the colleges

Arts and Sciences we are also developing a dual program of early
admission and advanced placement
for entering students of exceptional
ability. The superior and mature
student is offered additional special

opportunities under the Junior
Year Abroad Program, which has
also been inaugurated this year.

Grants

During the past fiscal year, Boston College received more than
three millions dollars in gifts,
grants and bequests for current
operations and capital funds. That
is the largest amount of financial
assistance we have ever received in
one year. It includes the Ford
Foundation Endowment and A-

chievement Grant, our largest single gift, and our Alumni Stadium
Fund, the largest sum raised by
our alumni in an annual fund drive.
The Ford Foundation grant,
on which I reported to you last
Fall was increased this past
June with the receipt of two
additionalchecks in the amount
of $657,500 and $445,000 for a

total grant to the University
of $2,102,500. The terms of
this grant require that $1,207,-500 be invested for a period of
ten years as en endowment for
faculty salaried in the liberal
arts and undergraduate schools.
The additional Accomplishment Grant of $805,000 is a
free gift to the University in
recognition of the special efforts we have made to improve
our faculty salaries. This latter grant was made to only one
hundred colleges receiving aid
from the Ford Foundation. The
trustees of the College have
determined that this additional
grant shall also be allocated as
an endowment for the further
improvement of our faculty
salaries.
We are also indebted to the Ford
Foundation for a grant of $81,500
made during the past year in recognition and support of the program of Boston College Seminars,
sponsored by our College of Business Administration, on problems
of the Boston Metropolitan area.
This grant is to be supplemented

by funds in equal amount contributed by other institutions in the
Boston community over a period of
three years. We are grateful to the
members of our Business Advisory
Council, our Seminar Planning
Group and to the Boston business
institutions that have given generous support to this program.

Aid From Business
One of the most encouraging
developments on behalf of the private colleges and universities today has been the increasing voluntary support we are receiving from
corporate business and private industry. During the past year Boston College has received over
$50,000 in direct support from the
New England Colleges Fund, the
Esso Foundation, General Electric,
Eastman Kodak, General Motors,
and other business and industrial
institutions. We wish also to note
our appreciation to the International Nickel Company for a grant
of $42,000 in support of a Graduate
Research Fellowship in chemistry
over a period of five years. Approximately $100,000 in faculty research and student training grants

Attention Seniors!

Placement Bureau Interviews
Thursday, February 6

PLACEMENT BUREAU SIGN UP SYSTEM

(2 P.M. on)

?

1. MOORE BUSINESS FORMS CO., N. V.:
All Majors from both schools
2. FORD MOTOR CO., MICH.: (Two Programs):
A: Mgmt., Ec, Gen. Bus., Mkt., Chem.,
Math., Phy. for
B: Acct., Fin. & Mgmt. only
for
3. NORTH AMERICAN INS. COS, SPRINGFIELD: All Majors for

Sales Interest
FOR JANUARY 1958 THROUGH RECRUITING SEASON:
Sign-Ups will be conducted at the Banquet Hall in Alumni Hall
Ford Graduate Prog.
on Tuesday and
Building (2nd Floor by the Placement Bureau)
Controllership Prog.
Only after 2 P.M. on these days: On
Thursdays mentioned below
Insurance Work
these sign-up days seniors will be allowed a Maximum of 3 (Three)
February 11
(2 P.M. on)
Appointments Each and must select the 3 companies they most want to Tuesday,
1. GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., N. V.:
Average should be 80 to
see. IF THERE SHOULD BE A CHANGE IN THIS SCHEDULE IT
4 Programs
make Appointment on this: Pick Programs
APPEAR
IN
"THE
WILL
HEIGHTS" AND IN THE DAILY BULof Major:
LETINS. Otherwise this schedule will continue for all interviews being
A: MANUFACTURING TRAINING:
Mgmt. and Econ., 80 average
Management
conducted at B. C. this year.
B: ENGINEERING SERVICES: Chem.,
Physics
Math. &
Research
COMPANIES TO SIGN FOR ON THIS DATE AND
C: BUSINESS TRAINING: Acct., Fin.,
?

?

?

2/18/58
2/18/58 & 2/19
2/18/58 & 2/19
2/19/58

?

?

MAJORS THEY WANT TO SEE:
Tuesday, January 7
(After 2 P.M.)

Ec, Gen. Business

Thursday, February 13

?

1. U. S. STEEL CO., OHIO: Acct., Fin., Mgrat.,
Econ., Gen. Bus
2. CONTINENTAL CAN CO., N.Y.: Mkt., Econ.,
A&S, Acct
3. SYLVANIA ELECTRIC CO., N.Y.: Chem.,
Phy., Acct
4. GENERAL MOTORS, FRAMINGHAM: Acct.
& Finance only
5. CHASE-MANHATTAN BANK, N.Y.: Acct.,
Fin., Ec, Eng., Mkt., Mgmt

Thursday, January 9

HIRING FOR: DATE COMING

Training Programs

1/20/58

Sales Trainees....

1/21/58

Research & Account.

1/21/58

Controllership
Banking Careers

(After 2 P.M.)

?

1. JOHN HANCOCK LIFE INS., CO., MASS.:
All Majors for
2. ARMOUR & CO., ILL.: Mgmt., Ec, Mkt.,
Eng., Hist., Biol., Chem
3. RAYTHEON MFG. CO., MASS.: Physics for
Research Acct. & Finance
4. PROCTER & GAMBLE CO., MASS.:
All Majors

Thursday, January 23

Management Develop-

1/24/58
1/27/58
1/28/58
1/28/58
1/29/58

Sales

1/31/58

1/29/58
1/30/58

(After 2 P.M.)

?

Sales Training
Acct. & Finance
C.P.A. Work

Research Engineer

1. AMERICAN CYANAMID CO., N. V.:
Chem. and Acct
2. N. E. MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO., BOSTON:
All Majors for Insur
3. I. B. M. CO., FRAMINGHAM: All BSBA with
Econ. and Math
4. HASKINS & SELLS CO., BOSTON: Acct. only
5. SHAWINIGAN RESINS CO., SPRINGFIELD:

Chem. only

?

Business Acct.

(2 P.M. and on)

?

1. NAVAL RESEARCH LABS, WASH.:
Math. & Physics only
Research (Govt.)
2. ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILE AGENCY, WASH
Math. & Physics only
Research (Govt.)
3. CRANE CO., N. V.: Mkt., Gen. Bus., Ec,
Eng., Hist., Soc Science
Sales Trainees
4. TOUCHE NIVEN BAILEY & SMART, N. V.:
Acct. only
C.P.A. Work
5. HAGAN CHEMICALS, PA.: Chemistry only Chemists

Tuesday, February 18

(2 P.M. on)

..

?

1. JOY MFG. CO., N. H.: Acct. & Mgmt. only
Manufacturing
2. FILENES, BOSTON: Acct., Ec, Gen. Bus.,
& Acct.
Mkt., Ec
Executive Train
3. ERNST & ERNST, BOSTON: Accounting only C.P.A. Work

Thursday, February 20

(2 P. M. and on)

?

1. WESTINGHOUSE CORP., BOSTON:
Chem.. Math. & Physics
Grad. Training
SEARS ROEBUCK CO., PA.: Acct., Fin., Retail, Credit &
Mgmt., Mkt., Gen. Bus. & Econ
Auditing
3. MERRILL, LYNCH, PIERCE, FENNER &
BEANE, N. V.: Fin., Econ., Gen. Bus.,
Mkt., Econ. and Math
Training Programs
4. CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO.,
BOSTON: All Majors
Management Train.
2.

Tuesday, February 25

?

(2 P.M. on)

Thursday, February 27

?

?

Technical Research
Sales in Drug
Detailing

1.

. ___
ALEXANDERS DEPT.

2/6/58
2/7/58

2.

GILCHRIST CO., BOSTON: All majors for

2/7/58

1. INTERNATIONAL LATEX CO., DELAWARE: Acct., Fin., Mgmt., Econ., Gen.
Bus., Mkt. & Chem
Sales & Research
2. ETHICON SUTURES INC., NEEDHAM:
VETS ONLY in Econ., Mkt., Educ, Eng., Sales in Drug

Research & Acct.

2/5/58

Ins. Trainees

2/6/58

Sales Trainees
C.P.A. Work

Research

(2 P.M. on)

2/20/58
2/20/58
2/24/58
2/25/58
2/25/58
2/26/58
2/26/58

2/28/58 and
2/27/58 and
2/27/58
2
3/3/58
3/4/58
3/4/58
3/4/58
3/5/58

(2 P.M. on)

Non-Technical Men

Tuesday, March 4

(2 P.M. on)

?

All majors for

Thursday, March 6

STORE, N. V.:

(2 P.M. on)

?

..

Sales Trainees

3/11/58
3/11/58
3/12/58
3/13/58

Retailing, Merchandising,
Finance,
'A day only

Advertising

3/14/58

Merchandising, Personnel,
Management
3/18/58

3/20/58

Accounting, Sales &
1. CHRYSLER CORP., MICH.: Acct., Fin.,
Mgmt., Ec, Mkt. (Vets Only tor Sales) ....
Production
2/10/58
Detailing
2. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY, WASH.: Intelligence Research
Hist
3/21/58
Mgmt., Ec. All Lib. Arts, Chem. & Physics
(Gov't)
..2/10/58 & 2/11 Tuesday,
March 11 ? (2 P.M. on)
3. UARCO, INC., CONN.: Acct., Fin., Mgmt.,
1. MOHASCO INDUSTRIES INC., N. V.: Acct.,
Econ., Mkt. & Gen. Bus
Sales Trainees
2/11/58
Fin., Mgmt., Econ., Gen. Bus., Mkt., Psych., Management Training
4. SPERRY GYROSCOPE CO., N. V.: Math. &
Soc. Sc, Chem., Phy
Physics
Engineers
Ass't
2/12/58
& Research
3/24/58
2. GENERAL MOTORS CORP., MICH.: Acct., Training Programs for
5. LUMBERMEN'S CASUALTY CO., BOSTON:
Mgmt., Econ., Mkt., Educ, Eng.,
Fin.,
?
Majors
plus
Agents
Casualty
Manufacturing, PerVETS ONLY in all
Math.
&
Hist., Psych., Soc. Sc
for Underwriters
Underwriters
sonnel & Sales
2/12/58
3/25/58
Merchandising, Plant
Tuesday, February 4 ? (2 P.M. and on)
3. MONTGOMERY WARD CO., N. V.:
Operations, Accounting
All Majors in both schools
1. R. H. DONNELLY CO., N. V. All Majors in
& Engineers
3/26/58
botli schools for
Sales & Management 2/13/58
Thursday,
March
13
P.M.
(2
on)
CO.,
(Science
DANVERS:
2. C.B.S. HYTRON
check at Placement when information will
1. BELL SYSTEMS, N. E., N. V., S. N. ENG.
be received)
AND N. JERSEY:
not in yet
2/13/58
Acct., Fin., Mgmt., Econ., Gen. Bus., Mkt., Training Programs
3. CRAWFORD & CO., BOSTON: All Majors Insurance Sales
Adjustors
from both schools for
2/14/58
Econ.. Educ, Eng., Hist., Psych., Soc. Sci. for All Systems
3/27/58
and Physics
and 3/28/58
4. BAUSCH & LOMB CO., ROCHESTER:
?
Engineers
Chem., Math. & Physics only
(Specify Which System Applying For ? 4 Lists)
Research
2/14/58

:

?

?

?

RALPHS RESTAURANT

SPAGHETTI

- MACARONI and RAVIOLI SERVED EVERY DAY
THURSDAY IS ROAST BEEF DAY

FRIDAY - FRIED CLAMS and FRIED SCALLOPS
(None of our meals are over 90^
Brighton (Oak Square)
545 Washington Street
(2 mm. from Lake St.)
Dinners Served up to 7:30 P.M.
Tel. AL 4-9720

gymnasium to replace the warsurplus building which has
been "temporary" for more
than ten years. We hope to begin very soon to construct a
skating and hockey rink in the
area next to the stadium and
gymnasium. All of this construction, together with the
necessary equipment, represents a capital improvement on
campus of approximately $10,-

-000,000.
For the years and needs immediately ahead we must continue
& 2/21
our efforts and plans for growth
& 2/21 and development. We need additional dormitory space and dining
facilities for resident students, a
building for our School of Nursing
on campus, additional classroom
and office space, another science
building, and an increase in library
stack space and facilities. To(Continued on Page 9)

-

1. B. F. GOODRICH CO., OHIO: Acct., Mgmt.,
2/3/58
Econ., Gen. Bus
2/3/58
RESEARCH CENTER, OHIO:
2/4/58 & 2/5 2. GOODRICH
Chem., Math., Physics, Nat. Science
3. STUART CO., CALIF.: VETS ONLY
2/4/58
All majors for sales
(drug detailers) ....
4. CONTINENTAL BAKING CO., SOMER2/4/58
VILLE: VETS ONLY? in all majors?for

,

2/20/58 & 2/21

1. AVCO MFG. CO., LAWRENCE: Chem., Math.,
Physics -.
Research Training
3/6/58
2. SCOVELL, WELLINGTON & CO., N. V.:
Accounting only
C.P.A. Work
3/7/58
3. GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR CO., BOSTON: Management Accounting
Acct., Fin., Mgmt. ? (PREFER VETS)
Program
3/10/58

?

Management Trng.

(After 2 P.M.)

?

Thursday, January 30

1/23/58

ment
Research, Sales &
Management
Research & Finance
Acct. Training

1. SCHAEFER PEN CO., IOWA: Vets of all
Majors for
2. SHELL OIL CO., BOSTON: Acct. and Finance
3. PEAT MARWICK MITCHELL CO.: Acct. only
4. NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, CALIF.:
Math. & Physics only
5. PRUDENTIAL INS. CO., BOSTON:
All Majors for Insurance

Tuesday, January 28

1/22/58

(After 2 P.M.)

?

1. BURROUGHS RESEARCH, PA: Math. &
Physics only
Research
2. A. W. CHESTERTON CO., MASS: VETS
ONLY in all Majors
Sales Training
3. TEXAS CO., N. V.: Chem., BSBA & Lib. Arts
(who want sales)
Research & Sales
4. SHELL OIL CO., N. V.: Chem. only
Research
5. ARTHUR ANDERSEN CO., MASS.: Acct.
only
C.P.A. Work

Tuesday, January 21

1/22/58

Gen.

were received this year for the
Public Health programs at our
Schools of Nursing and Social
Work.
Plans such as that of the General Electric Company for matching
the contributions to the college by
alumni employees of the General
Motors Corporation and others for
supplementing student scholarship
grants with gifts to the University,
of Eastman Kodak and the First
National City Bank of New York
for granting funds to the college
on the basis of the number of alumni they employ have been of substantial assistance to us during
the past year and merit the appreciation and gratitude of Boston
College and our alumni. Without
such assistance, added to the substantial endowment represented by
the contributed services of our
Jesuit faculty it would be impossible today to carry on the programs and functions of the University, much less to plan the development for what lies ahead.
Construction
Since 1951, the construction
program has added to the
campus the new Law School,
The School of Education, three
dormitories, a new chapel, and
the new stadium. In October,
we began construction of a new

For the FINEST in CLASS RINGS

L G. BALFOUR COMPANY
230 Boylston Street
Boston 16, Mass.

NFCCS Presents
Dramatic Scenes

On Nov. 20th, the B.C. chapter
of N.F.C.C.S. presented two psy-

chological dramas at Rivier College
in Nashua, N.H. There were over
100 students in attendance.
Participating in the first drama,
a scene of a couple arriving home
from a date, were Don Fleming,

A&S '59; Tom Tanous, Sch. of Ed.
'59, and Marlene Michaud and Marlene Parent of Rivier.
The second drama portrayed conversation between an overbearing
father and a reluctant lazy student.
Don Fleming and Tom Tanous were
participants.

Other N.F.C.C.S. members making the trip were Maureen Foley,
Virginia Lynch, Paul McLaughlin,
and Paul Siroky.

NEW ENGLAND'S
FASTEST GROWING
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT

SULLIVAN
BROS.,
Printers
MAIN OFFICE AND PLANT:
95 BRIDGE ST., LOWELL
GL 8-6333

OUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES

Paul Fennell, A&S '58
Bea Capraro, Ed. '58
Bill O'Brien, C.B.A. '58
Murtagh Hunt, C.B.A. '59

John O'Connor, A&S '59

FEATURING PRISMATITE BACKING
SPECIAL PATENTED PROCESS

Auxiliary Plants:
Boston

Oceanport, N. J.
Pawtucket, R. I.

Junior Class
Holds Meeting

HHSisotc. ears

BapsL
t
ibrarian

The Historical Society held its
bi-weekly meeting last Tuesday at
3 p.m. Mr. Frank Seagraber, Reference room librarian at Bapst Library, lectured on the outstanding
reference books which students of
history should know.
After explaining in detail the
History of the Britanica and Americana Encyclopedias, Mr. Seagraber mentioned the biographical encyclopedias available in the reference room; the Dictionary of American Biography, the Dictionary of
National Biography, White's Standard Biographical Encyclopedia, and
Current Biography. He said that
biography has become the chief
auxiliary science of history.
Professor O'Connor, moderator,
announced that next week, at a
special meeting, Dr. Hefferman,
Chairman of the History and Government Department will speak on
the advantages of Graduate work
in history.

SP
tudens' oems

Wil
Published
Be

The poems of four Boston College students have been accepted
for publication in the Annual Anthology of College Poetry. The selections are: Shakespeare by Carol
Ann Giblin; The Nor'easter by
John J. McNamara; Contentment
by Jo-Anne O'Leary and Heerenveen by Bradley P. Smith.
The Anthology is a compilation
of the finest poetry written by
college men and women of America,
representing every section of the
country.

Fulton Debaters

?

(Continued from Page 1)

cerns the battle of rights between

labor unions and modern industry.
The officers of the Fulton Debating Society have issued a plea
for members, noting that invitational debates must be constantly
refused by B. C. because of an insufficient number of debaters. The
society is open to both men and
women members of the Junior and
Senior classes of the University.

LES DEUX-TETES NOW
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Sales Talk to
Finance Club

The first of three planned Junior
Class open meetings was recently
held in Fulton 412. All the class
The Finance Club recently preofficers were present, but a mea- sented Mr. John Lacy, President of
ger 70 students made up the floor the Lacy Sales Institute and Mr.
gathering.
Charles Creen, his partner. This
The officers presented a report institution is perhaps one of the
of the class council on the activi- most successful organizations of
its kind in the nation.
ties planned for Junior Week.
One of the objections to the reThe gentlemen took as their subport from the floor voiced the fear ject Selling One's Self. Mr. Lacy
that the Lester Lanin college dance made the statement that in going
band would not supply the music, to college a student "makes a $16,but that some other Lanin group -000 investment in himself" and
would be supplied.
that the finance student must live
The council emphatically af- up to this investment by meeting
firmed that that particular Lanin the problem of earning a net profit
band would be present.
in his particular business.
In conclusion, an informal vote
He said that the subject of salesof confidence was given the class
manship is the least understood of
officers.
any in business. It makes no difference how good a man's ideas are
if he cannot sell them to someone.
He made reference to figures such
as Bishop Fulton Sheen, Dr. Paul
White, and Frank Leahy who are
perhaps no better than others in
Archbishop Richard J. Cushing their field but who have the ability
and Rev. Neil G. McClusky, S.J. to present their ideas effectively.
will be featured speakers at toHe showed how the biggest and
morrow's meeting of the College
and University Department of the most important sales create the
New England Unit of the National greatest sales resistance. He cited
Catholic Educational Association. life insurance which creates great
resistance but he verified the fact
Registration will begin at 0:45, that many men in the
field make
followed by a joint meeting of the
from $50,000 to $100,000 a year.
College and Secondary School Unit
at Campion Hall Auditorium. At
Mr. Lacy stressed the need for
this time Fr. McClusky will speak enthusiasm in selling. The cuson Promoting Scholarly Ideals tomer must be made to like, beAmong Faculty and Students of lieve in, and trust the salesman.
Catholic Institutions. The Arch- He said that confidence in oneself
bishop's topic was not available at radiates assurance. The big thing
the time of publication.
is how well you present your ideas,
Luncheon will be served at 12:30 not the ideas themselves.
in Lyons Hall Cafeteria. The afterMr. Creen said that some people
noon session will feature an ad- have the natural ability to be good
dress by Rev. Stanley J. Bezuszka, salesmen, but that everyone can
S.J., Chairman of the Mathematics acquire this ability.
Department. He will discuss, Students, Faculty, and Buildings of
He grouped salesmen into three
the Future: Mathematical Fore- types (1) the service salesman,
who knows what you want and
casting.
gives it to you. He earns $50-$BO
a week, (2) the negotiation salesThe Dramatic Society is now man who earns $80-$9O a week and
accepting original one-act plays
(3) the creative salesman, who crefrom undergraduates. The deadates a reason for buying the prodline for scripts is January 6th.
uct. He earns $100-$5OO a week.
Manuscripts should be left in the
Mr. Creen showed that there are
D.S. lounge.
three parts to every sale, the ap-

Archbishop Speaks
At Education Meeting
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Charles Downe, Arthur Cronin and Charles Greenough discuss activities of Education Seminar held recently.
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(Continued from Page 1)

politan regions. This was due, he well as being residents of a parstated, to a high birth rate coupled ticular community."
with tremendous technological a"One point we have got to think
chievements in the past half-cen- about", he asserted, "is the probtury. He urged that citizens realize lem of identifying ourselves with
their responsibilities since they par- the Metropolitan region as well as
ticipate in Metropolitan living as with our local city or town."

Sodality will give Parent's Day
Food to Needy Is Setfor Sun.
The Sodality of the Immaculate The C.B.A. Student Senate will
Conception in the College of A&S
is once again running its Christ- sponsor a Parent's Day for the Semas Dinner for Needy Families. nior and Freshman classes Sunday
All Sodalists are acting as collec- afternoon in Fulton
Hall.
tors for the Dinner, which provides
food for poor families at ChristThe program will commence at
mas time. All students are asked
2 P.M. with a reception of parents
to give one dime to the drive. Last
and
students by the faculty. There
year 8 families, numbering 60 people benefited.
will be a showing of Towers on the
Chairman of the drive this year Heights, a greeting by the Presiis David Considine.
dent, and a refreshment period.
proach, the demonstration, and the
The reception committee consists
close. He showed how the Lacy In- of
Walter Vaugh, chairman, Dick
stitute makes $200,000 a year trainMcArdle,
Tom Meehan, and Henry
ing salesmen in all these techEgan.
niques.
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TOWER TO TOWN

SECOND BALCONY

By FRANK LEAHY
BARN DANCE
Swing yer partner or come alone, but come
to the Barn SoMass. Entered as second class matter at the Boston Post Office.
Subscription price $3 per year, $1.50 for servicemen. Advertising cial tonight, at Campion Hall. Squire Davis will be calling from 2 to
request.
rates furnished on
12. Tickets are 1.50 per couple or 1.00 stag. Tickets may be purchased
Press, Intercollegiate Press from members of the Women's Council.
Member of Associated Collegiate
College
Press
Catholic
Association
and
The Somerville Hospital School of Nursing is holding a dance toUnless otherwise announced:
Deadline for Advertising and Copy: Noon of315.Monday pre- night. The Logan V.F.M. Post, Teele Square, Somerville is the scene.
ceding issue. Telephone: DEcatur 2-3200. Ext.
Dancing begins at 8 and admission is $1.00.
The B.C. Graduate School of Nursing is sponsoring a bazaar on
EDITORS-IN-CHIEF
Michael J. Bennett, '58
Richard F. Cotter, '58
the 10th and 11th of December. A large selection of worthwhile ChristFEATURE EDITORS
SPORTS EDITORS
mas gifts will be available. Why not drop in at 126 Newbury St. beNeil Mahoney, '58
Kenneth McPherson, '58
Terence Logan, '59
tween 9:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. and pick up something?
Lucy,
Paul
'58
BUSINESS MANAGER
NEWS EDITOR
To get into the spirit of the thing the Nursing School is presentThomas Tanous, '59
\u25a0 James Conway '58
ing a Christmas Party in the Charter Room of New England Mutual
ART EDITOR
Hall the night of the 12th. The festivities will run from 6:00 to 10:00
Gael Burns, '58
and will be preceded by a benediction at 5:30 in the Newbury Street
ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Peter Carroll, '60
chapel.
MacNamara,
Owen
Hughes,
EDITORS:
Thomas
ASSISTANT
Jack Madden, '59; Brian Moran, '60.
HARVARD PLAYS
Creonte,
STAFF: Frank Bellizzi, Joanne
Joan Dillon, Edward-.
The Harvard Dramatic groups are offering two one act plays in
Drinkwatev, Mary Garvey, Paul Grip, Charles Kelly, Richard
Mulhall, Ann O Neill, Julia Sheehan, John Vancini, Martin the Leverett House Dining Hall on the sth and Bth of December. For
Reidy, '58; Louise Aubuchon, Diane Carney, Charles Carroll, tickets and information call XI 7-7600. The curtain is to go up at 8:30
Ann Marie Faria, Gerald Fitzgibbons, Carol Giblin, Thomas Legere, Frank McLellan, Brian McNiff, James Nee. Jack O'Leary, on both evenings.
Leo Schofield, Alexander Tanous, C. E. Gavin, Robert Mazgelli,
The B.U. Theatre group will do "Dark of the Night" on the sth
Ann Dewire, Anne Cullinan, Margaret Lally, Joan Wall, '59; and the
7th. This group is one of the more outstanding college drama
Moore,
Leahy,
Frank
Richard
Philip
Langan,
Benson,
Charlie
Christopher Morton, James Savage, Paul Sheedy, Faith Zeady, groups in New England as the many B.C. students who saw "Murder
By TERRY LOGAN
Paul Lyons, '60; Anthony Arlotto, Jeanne Denys, Kay Forbes, in
the Cathedral" earlier in the season will readily testify.
John Gallivan, Leo Kearney, Michael Murray, Martin Nolan,
Nothing, as presented by the
Much
Ado
About
Pardy,
Scally,
Glashausser,
Charles
'61.
LOVERS
James
Joe
JAZZ
SPECIAL
FACULTY MODERATOR: Rev. Jeremiah F. Coleman. S.J.
Anti-longhairs and other devotees of jazz will find this Sunday's Boston College Dramatic Society on the 22nd and
concert at Mechanics Building a real gone thing. Sarah Vaughan with 23rd of November in Campion Hall, was indeed a
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
worthwhile performance from all viewpoints. It was
Dizzy
Gillespie in the background is real real.
NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE. INC.
worthwhile in that the D.S. chose to present a play
College Publishers Representatives
worthy of a college drama group and worthy of a
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
BOSTON
college audience, rather than a mediocre version of
AVENUE.
NEW
YORK.
N.
Y.
420 MADISON
something lighter and more banal which could be seen
To the Editor:
In view of the many comments, made public, concerning the pro- in better form at a local movie theater or in summer
posed postponement of the Boston College-Holy Cross football game last stock, and it was worthwhile insofar as the well-exSaturday Bill Flynn, Director of Athletics at Boston College, issued ecuted set and the sympathetic direction emphasized
the recreation of Shakespeare rather than the adapthe following statement.
"I had given no thought to a postponement of the game with Holy tion of Shakespeare's to the current "spectacular"
Cross until the suggestion was made to me by Gene Flynn (HC Di- trend. The set was an exceptionally well done recrearector of Athletics) at ten minutes after one, just twenty minutes be- tion of The Globe and the staging was entirely confore game time, and not an hour or two hours before the game as pre- sistent with the historically accurate set. The temptation to resort to the standard college D.S. sets for
viously reported.
"I arrived in our dressing room at Fitton Field with the B.C. Shakespeare replete with poorly done castles and
team at ten minutes after twelve and it wasn't until the B.C. team went badly painted trees and gardens must have been great.
on the field at 1:05 p.m. that I was approached by Gene Flynn and Father Larkin, the director and Frank McLellan, the
production manager, are to be complimented upon the
Coach Eddie Anderson.
"Gene Flynn, himself, stated he felt it was too late for postpone- taste in choosing an accurate recreation of Elizabethment but Eddie Anderson had recommended it. I was not in favor of it ian Theatre rather than artificial modernization.
Charley Kelly as Leonato, the Governor of Messina,
at this late hour and when I passed the word along to Mike (Holovak)
and Jack Chisholm in the role of Benedick, played the
a few minutes later he felt the same way.
"Conditions for playing the game were poor, indeed, but with the leading male roles with a degree of ability and drasituation of having the team ready to play, most of the 24,000 people matic effectiveness seldom seen on a college stage. It
would be difficult to rate one above the other. Kelly's
In the almost 100 years of its existence, Boston already in or under the stands, or still on their way to the game, post- role, as an aged official, called for close attention to a
impossible."
seemed
ponement
College has travelled a long road with considerable
rather difficult character portrayal while the part of
Publicity Director, Boston College
Charles J. Harvey,
success. The physical plant has grown from a few
Benedick allowed Chisholm greater freedom of interhumble buildings in Boston's South End to an im- To the Editor:
pretation. Rita Nolan, in the role of Beatrice, the fepressive collection of Gothic architecture on UniverAfter last Saturday, and the Great Deluge, I feel that the 24,000 male lead opposite Benedick was the ideal complement
sity Heights. The student scholarship aid program supporters of both B. C. and Holy Cross have definitely had it. The to Mr. Chisholm's performance. The two were made
is fairly adequate and with the completion of the Game of the Year has often been played in miserable weather, but I for each other and their complete naturalness made
new gym this year, facilities for extra-curriculars submit that this one was the worse yet.
the parts sparkle with the proper spontaneity and life.
will be more than ample. In many respects, Boston
And my question to you, is this: Was it necessary? For this was
Lorraine Cassidy, as Hero the daughter of Leonato,
College is an institution of which the administration not even remotely a football game. A mud bath of troglodytes wrest- and Leo Kearney as Claudio,
the male lead opposite
may
justifiably
proud.
and students
be
ling in the primeval ooze, yes, but football? Absolutely not! It was re- her, definitely came in a rather weak second to the
With physical facilities at a fairly adequate level, finement of torture for player and spectator alike, with the spectators Chisholm-Nolan combination. Miss Cassidy's portrayal
and a reasonably ample fund for student aid avail- getting a little the worst of it, since football players could at least gen- was wholly adequate but lacked the personality projection necessary in any role intended to have more
able, it is appropriate that the college now devote erate a bit of body heat through their abortive efforts on the field.
I repeat, was it necessary ? Is it fair to the customer, who lays out than one dimension. While Miss Cassidy has perher full attention to faculty salaries and, in parin the fond expectation of witnessing a football formed exceptionally well in previous productions, she
ticular, to the establishment of funded chairs which hard earned mazuma
wasn't
the
game
Why
game postponed ? Why was the decision left to played the role of Hero with a forced mechanical
?
university
outstanding
enable the
to obtain
scholars
with a minimum amount of strain on the budget. The the coaches, who may have had a visionary axe to grind? Where were quality, hardly compatible with the excellence of the
establishment of such chairs is a task which should you, Mr. Manager? Did you happen to note what an ideal day for other principals. Mr. Kearney, a freshman in his first
B.C. appearance, displayed talent which, after allowrightfully be the concern not merely of the adminis- football came up on Sunday?
I suggest we abandon senseless tradition that the Game must go ances for his inexperience, promises much.
tration but of the students and the alumni associaI suggest that we seriously consider two possible remedies. First
Jim Murphy, a familiar personality to those who
tion. Boston College's intellectual maturity should on. all,
let us play the game a week earlier in the year, without refer- regularly follow the Dramatic Society, played the
be the immediate concern of all her sons, past and of
ence to the Harvard-Yale game. That Ivy League classic would draw somewhat limited role of Don Pedro with considerable
present.
few, if any, fans from our own epic, and surely there is no doubt now skill. Mr. Murphy's performance fluctuated from an
Two years ago the Philomathia Club took the that we can fill the stadia at both Boston and Worcester without too inspired balcony scene with Kelly and Kearney to a
»-pther insipid portrayal of indignation at the
initiative and established a chair in English with a much trouble.
climax
lifetime tenure. The stipend for the Philomathia
Secondly, lpt <?"? '
as Don John the evil basy:.Jim~Doßnfe2;y,
*?'"
Chair is not a large one, especially in view of
er of Don Pedro, injected rather too much
proviso requiring that a percentage of the air
isic-hall villain into his performance. The
be used to purchase books for the college, but
.'ully expected him to deliver the standard
a laudable beginning. The example of the Phi
-to-foreclose-the-mortgage" speech and stalk
age, but unfortunately, he didn't stalk off.
thia Club must be emulated and expanded up
other groups of interestedfriends of the colleg
1 of the minor character portrayals deserves
example of Brandeis, which runs a close sec
especially Larry Gleason's rendition of the
Harvard and Vale, both in general faculty s
arean minstrel as he might appear on the
and in chair grants, should prove that the mo
.cc Show". Undoubtedly Mr. Gleason's upbe raised if a sufficiently aggressive fund
>f the principal was the result of his own inprogram is launched.
ion of the role, and it was certainly a unique
I. The inhibited portrayal of Balthasar was
by
followed
the
Alumni
Cou
plan
The
Ibeit inconsistent with the author's plans for
Bill Flynn in raising money for the stadi
Jim O'Hearn as the constable Dogberry
struction would provide an excellent patter
draw
the laughs intended for the part?which
academic fund raising program. The first
;e been due to insufficient attention on the
in competent and cordial public relations ai
the audience or mistaken politeness towards
be the immediate concern of students an'
;eur group. The role, at all events, was well
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, its 1
1. Verges, a headborough, was the subject of a
and its monied people, should be made aw:
ofessional character portrayal by Bob Davis.
College's contribution to the general welt
rt was played with remarkable attention to
a step is a necessary preliminary to ap
nor details as facial twitches and voice catches
groups for financial aid.
ig it the outstanding minor part in the play,
t the other bit parts in the play were rather
We might venture to suggest the sti
s due more to the intention of the playwright
vices employed by secular colleges and \u25a0
le capacities of the performers. Brian McNiff
olic colleges (e.g. Notre Dame and Catho
Sexton, Hans Hermans in the role of Antonio,
sity) of establishing lay Boards of Dii
Holland as Borachio, Paul Murphy as Conappointing prominent lay people to thi
nd Phyllis Joy and Ellen Wedgeworth as MarTrustees?people seem to have less of £
and Ursula respectively were flawless supportto giving when they are allowed a modi
tors and actresses. Eugene Mulcahy's portrayal
in the spending of their money. We mi
ar Francis was frankly flatter than it should
the possibility of several of the manj
leen. Finally, roses and acolades to the several
which benefit substantially from the CB
s, messengers, and assorted walk ons.
donating chair endowments to the partic
i entire production from start to finish was the
ments in which they are most interestei
presentation of the Dramatic Society seen by
suggest the appointment of a Vice '.
\u25a0eviewer in recent years. In closing, a tip of our
charge of Public Relations in order to ij
,o senior Vie Monette, the show's stage manager
dial relations with the various nationv
completed four years of faithful service behind
tions. These are merely random sugges
spectfully submit for general considerat
curtains.
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SONG IN THE AIR

by terry logan

Educational

CONCERT REVIEW
The first appearance of the Boston College Glee Club in the 1957-58 season was the combined concert, under the auspices of the
Archdiocesan Holy Name Societies
on November 24th. The more than
250 voices of Newton, Emmanuel,
and Boston College Clubs were under the direction of C. Alexander
Peloquin. As Mr. Peloquin is the
director of all three societies, the
concert's success was, as much as
anything, a tribute to the skill and
artistry of the "magnetic maestro".
Berj Zamochian, the director of
the Regis College Glee Club, pro-

vided organ accompaniment.
The concert opened, appropriately with a massive rendition of Gabrieli's "In Ecclesiis", a performance which was considerably
marred by the dominance of the
Symphony Hall organ over the

combined clubs singing at maximum volume and the organ with all
stops open. The work itself, although of a contemporary composer, was the vehicle for an inspiring demonstration of the full
potential of the assembled aggregation.

Tschesnokoff's "Let Thy Holy
Presence", and Mozart's "Aye Verum" demonstrated the remarkable
(in view of the size) versatility of
the group, the one calling for considerable voice control and the
other displaying the contrapuntal
balance of the various voice sec-

tions.
The conclusion and the "piece dc
resistance" of the first half of the
program was Franck's setting of
"Psalm 150" characterized by an
unusual, (for a choral selection)
dominance of beat. The sole defect
of the first half of the program
lay in the occasional immersion of
the chorus in the organ's volume.
Mr. Zamochin is one of the more
talented local organists as he well
demonstrated in his own recent
solo performance at the Hall, however, he failed to allow precedence
to the chorus in this performance.
The second section of the program opened with a unique candlelight setting for Benjamin Britten's "Ceremony of Carols" as executed by the two women's college
glee clubs. Especially appropriate
for the approaching holiday season
the Carols were rendered in a dramatically effective processional arrangement marred only by a confusion in staging at the ending,
which necessitated the raising of
the house lights and about five
minutes of silence as the girls
started out and then returned and
then started out again. Mr. Peloquin somewhat relieved the mutual

voices. The entire effect was one
of open warfare between the chorus and the instrument the instrument won handily. The first
half of the program was devoted to
sacred music with the men's voices
alone performing the .second selection, Lotti's "Vere, Languores
Nostro". The stirring depth of the
exceptionally large B.C. group,
backed up by a somewhat more
tame organ, produced a perfection
rendition. The male selection was
balanced by Mendellsohn's "Lift
Thine Eyes" done by the Newton
and Emmanuel clubs. The lightness
and comparative swiftness of this
piece afforded the ideal contrast
for the depth and solemnity of the
second selection, an example of the
considerable taste and judgment of
Dr. Peloquin in his programming.
Mr. Zamochin returned to do
battle with the clubs in an overpowering performance of Schroeder's "Magnificat". This piece involved the full personnel of the embarrassment of audience and
?

By

BofJJOTTINGS

CHARLES J. KELLY

The recent edition of the Journal lusions to the really insignificant
of Business deserves commendation and better-ignored "quarrel" befor its mature and timely contents, tween those in A&S and the C.B.A.
professional layout, and journal- No truly representative and intelistic fidelity to its editorial pur- ligent non-business major feels that
pose as a publication "devoted "commerce is base" or that C.B.A.
principally to questions of business men are tradeschool men, Philistheory and practice, and to the tines or crass materialists. To perproblems of political economy". petuate this "distinction" is to mar
The issue wisely included topics of an editorial that, otherwise, would
general interest to members of all be genuinely sound and pertinent.
"The treatment that a novelist
schools in the University, even if
these articles were not as effec- uses to describe the businessman
tively and as professionally pre- necessarily reflects upon the prossented as were the business and perity or the regression of a parpolitical contributions.
ticularbusiness period." This thesis
(by Frank Mazzaglia in "The NovThe "Automobile" (Edmond Kel- elist and the Businessman") is
ly, '58) and"The Great General
more than aptly substantiated; it
Motors Success Story", (William is not altogether true to say, howCratty, '59) evidenced a crisp, log- ever, that a fiction writer cannot
ical, and non-technical approach to depict the real businessman unless
the significance of the automobile he be
businessman. "Exploring
as "empire builder" that qualifies in areas not his own" is a tradithem as superior articles. James tional prerogative of writers that
Norris' "The Money Problem?ll" more often engenders characterizarepresents a more technical, and tion
that are "breathing facsimfor that reason, not-too-interesting
iles."
an analysis of Federal Reserve
The "College Fraternity System"
Policy, Inflation, and the Banking deserves credit for the painstaking
System.
compilation it must have entailed,
The editorial, "The Values of a even if the writing is not particuBusiness Education", was appar- larly "inspired".
ently directed to Freshmen who
In the future issues of the Jourhave "chosen the field of business nal of Business, more use might be
education" and for whom the past made of the excellent camera work
and present meaning of Liberal by Pete Carroll, and more attention
Arts is important. The editorial, given to improving the calibre of
however, included unnecessary al-

LETTERS
To the Editor:
Many thanks are extended to all
who worked on the winning float,
in the recent Holy Cross Rally.
The Blessed Oliver Plunkett Society appreciates the effective cooperation and hard work of the
members, who freely gave up their
time to help out.
Praise must also be given to the
members of the Gold Key Society,
without whose help and advice this
accomplishment would have been

impossible.
Margie Lally

Tom Cummings

School of Ed. '59 CBA '60
Chairman
Co-chairman

the Features.

To the Editor:
The splendid turnout at the Holy
Cross Victory Dance sponsored by
the Sub Turri once again shows the
overwhelming spirit of the Boston
College students when it comes to
supporting their school's functions.
To these students, the Heights
who supplied the necessary publicity, the Sub Turri staff who
never were too busy to aid in the
planning and to the Dance Committee who gave much of their time
and energies to complete the necessary details to bring about success
for our Senior Class year book go
my sincere thank you.

Sincerely,
Raymond Kelliher
Dance Chairman

Emphasis

performers by explaining that it
really hadn't been planned that

By ED POWERS

way.

The highly martial "Soldier's
Chorus of Gounod brought back the
B.C. Club and was characterized
by excellent work on the part of
the bass section. Rameau's "O
Nuit" was succeeded by the Negro
spiritual "Sonn Ah Will Be Done"
both rendered by the B. C. club
alone and without accompaniment.
The final B.C. selection was the
satirical "Ballad of Hurry Up" by
Blitzen, a seldom heard souvenir of
the days of World War 11.
Varied groups made up of personnel from each of the three clubs
then rendered two Irish melodies
and Foster's "I Dream of Jeanie"
and "Skip To My Lou". The solos
by Diane Dugas of Emmanuel and
Bart Wassmandorf of B.C. were the

The Soviet educational system
stresses science. During the first
ten years of schooling, the typical
Soviet student is exposed to a curriculum heavily weighed in the
physical and natural sciences,
mathematics through trigonometry
and mechanical drawing. Today,

53% of the courses are in science
(including Mathematics), 47% in
other subjects. The other subjects
include six years study of a foreign
language as well as a study of the
native tongue. By the time he is
ready to go on to advanced training, the Soviet equivalent of the
U.S. high school graduate has
taken 10 years of mathematics,
five years of physics and biology,
four of chemistry and one year of

highlights of these renditions.
The program turned to Broad- astronomy.
way for its finale numbers, selecThe Soviet educational system
tions from "My Fair Lady" and however, is only interested in the
"Oklahoma" as performed by the development of the individualwhen
full combined choruses with Mr. that development is consistent with
Wassmandorf again soloing.
the Russian goal of empire buildOn the whole, the first appear- ing. That is why the Russian eduance of the Glee Club this year was cational system stresses science.
an outstanding success. Mr. Pelo- The individual is soon lost in the
quin's approach to the program- struggling mass of students and
ming is a refreshing change from workers unless he can push himself
the usual syrupy renditions of bar- into the power elite of the Combershop medley's and popular munist Party. Realizing this is
songs found on most college pro- their only hope for escape from
grams. That he does not insult his Russia's mines and factories, the
audience by handing them only the students stress their mental desimplest of music is a tribute to velopment to their own detriment.
his confidence in their ability to A group of prominent physicians
recognize and respect great music; last year charged that the heavy
the ovation he received Sunday load is endangering the health of
evening is testimony to the validschool children. They complain of
ity of his theory. Boston College
is indeed fortunate in having so "chronic overexhaustion, frequent
gifted an artist as its Glee Club headaches, weakened memory and
conductor and a member of the vision, and proneness to infectious
faculty.
diseases." As high as 15-20% of

the students fall behind and are
sent to work in the mines and fac-

tories.

The American educational system stresses the humanities. An
American student often has had

four years or more of Latin as well
as two or more years of Greek,
French, German or Italian. In contrast to the Russians, along scientific lines, less than one third of
the U.S. high school graduates in
1955 had taken a year of chemistry and only one in four had taken
a year of physics. Less than a seventh had advanced mathematics.
The goal of the American educational system however is to develop
the individual to the fullest extent
of his capabilities, not for the advancement of the state, but for the
fulfillment of that individual's own
destiny. The individual's nature is
not hindered and directed as it is
under Communism. The individual
may aspire to the intellectual elite,
who rule the world anyway, or he
may be content with mediocrity.
Nevertheless the decision is his.
Superficially it may seem that
the Russian educational system is
better because it loads the individual with more academic baggage
of a scientific nature than our does.
This is not true because the American mind is able to reach the same
or a better intellectual plane
through the utilization of the Humanities as a mind developer. One
a higher plane,? the ultimate goal
of education should be to develop
the individuals capacities so that
he may achieve happiness through
the fulfillment of his potential
destiny. The American educational
system aspires to this goal.

LET'S NOT PANIC
Within the past few months an
amazing change has taken place in
our country's values. Until recently the scientist was nothing more
than a useful egghead, an old fogey who could make a better synthetic fabric but beyond that was
someone to be left stritcly alone.
Americans, for the most part, did
not take to scientists at all. Then
came Sputnik.
All of a sudden people began to
look for scientists. They listened
to every word of Bush, Killian, and
Teller. Rusia launched one space

By

BRIAN McNIFF

country after the war. During the
war Russia gained the eastern part
of Germany and since there are
many scientists not accounted for,
we can presume that they are
working in Russia. That German
rocket scientists were superior to

made evident toward the
end of the war when we were concentrating on the atomic bomb and
the Russians weren't doing much of
anything, for the German were rezoning London with V-l rockets.
Since the end of the war, both Russia and the United States have
made great strides thanks to the
men and data they took from Germany.
ours was

satellite then another and boasted
of ICBM's capable of hitting the
U.S. at 5,000 mph. and America was
afraid. They talked of crash programs in science, our educational
Secondly, we can force a prodeficiencies, and the danger of
gram of science down the throats
Russian supremacy.
of our children, but this would be
Everyone agreed that Russia is playing the game according to their
producing more scientists than we rules; something we have studiousare and that we should do some- ly avoided in the past. A process
thing about it. Some have gone so of this type may produce scientists
far as to suggest that our nursery but it runs contrary to the prinrhymes have a scientific angle to ciples of American education which
them. Others say that we should have, in most cases, declared that
make science compulsory for our a student may study what he
brighter students. The prevalent wishes to study within reason. This
opinion seems to be that everybody idea is consistent with our ideals
in addition to his $1,000 plus share of freedom and liberty which we
of the national debt should be so vociferously defend against the
given a miniature atomic reactor creeping menace of Communism.
and told to go to work.
This cold war is not merely one
Those who study Russia tell us of missiles and bombs; it is one of
that their educational diet includes ideals. We present the world with
idea of freedom, and if we belarge doses of science in ten year the
portions. This, then, is how they gin to imitate the practices of our
have managed to produce these totalitarian enemies we not only
scientific achievements in such a degrade ourselves, but we degrade
freedom
short time. Therefore, we should produce itself. Russia is able to
better and faster than we
shake off our American lethargy
and give our children science and can because a man will work harder
mathematics early and often in for less when there is a gun at his
hopes that we may rise from our back. Stalin solved the problems of
decadence and match satellites with the Ukranian farmers when they
complained about the food shortthe best of them.
age. He killed them all. Barbaric?
This idea is specious on two Yes; but he wasn't bothered by
counts. First, the Russian surge in complaints anymore. It must be
rocketry is not due to the Rus- said that Russia has some surefire
sians alone, but to the Germans. ways of solving problems which
Do we have any exact proof for have beset this country for years.
this? No; but if we look at our Yet, Russia's ways are not our
own country we can see a parallel. ways, and we think that our way
Our leading rocket and ballistics is right. Should we abandon our
expert is Dr. Yon Braun, a Ger- principles at the sound of a "beepman scientist who came to this beep" high up in space?

It is true that Russia has an
ICBM which can strike the U.S. at
a moment's notice, but we have
sufficient power to strike back at
Russia and generally re-arrange
her landscape, and Russia knows
it. The third World War may now
be in progress within the minds of
men, and if we disregard our principles Russia has gained a victory
her tanks, planes, and ships could
not hope for.
What can we do about it? As
immediate remedy we can put a
stop to the inter-service rivalry
which is plaguing the missile program at the moment. Our civilian
defense officials should get the
heads of the services together and
tell them that friendly contention
is all right for the last Saturday in
November, but in Washington it
can lead to trouble. Missile experts
should work together and on their
particular specialty without regard
for their service, and they should
cooperate with civilian scientists.
If we pool our knowledge, we shall
produce a better missile or satellite. What difference does it make
if we use an Army, Navy, or Air
Force rocket to launch our satellite
as long as we launch it?
We can also produce more scientists in the long run without forcing science upon children. If adults
respect men like Dr. Yon Braun
and Dr. Teller then children will
respect and try to emulate them.
These new scientists should learn
that science is not the be-all and
end-all of existence but an important contribution to modern life.
This should give us a balanced society, not a collection of highly
trained robots.
an

America has managed to produce
in the face of a hostile force before, and she can probably do so
again. There are those who argue
that the next war will come so fast
there will be no chance to rise to
a wartime production level. This
may be true if you grant the premise that there will be another global war. If, however, we sacrifice
our principle, it doesn't make much
difference whether we have more
bombs or not because we will have
already succumbed to Communism.
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LthoeAdfrain amb
From, the very earliest times
Christian art has reflected and expressed in pictorial form, the
Church's veneration of those members who possess the Beatific Vision. From the "portraits" of the
apostles on the Antioch Chalice,
the paintings of Our Lady in the
Catacombs, and the stately mosaic
processions of martyrs, virgins,
and confessors in Byzantine cathedrals, to the countless icons, illuminated manuscripts way-side
shrines, murals, and altar paintings of the Middle Ages and Renaissance, the depiction of the
saints, individually or in groups, in
the presence of Christ or by themselves, has been the most constant
theme in Western Art since Classical antiquity.
In the Apocalypse (Ch. 7, 9-11)
John describes the saints in heaven
adoring God: "After this I saw a
great multitude which no man
could number, out of all nations
and tribes and people and tongues,
standing before the throne and before the Lamb, clothed in white
robes, and with palms in their
hands. And they cried with a loud
voice saying,
"Salvation belongs to our God
Who sits upon the throne and
to the Lamb:"
This scene has frequently been
represented, with more or less
freedom, by Christian artists of all
eras. In a chapel in the Cathedral
of St. Bavon (formerly St. John)
in Ghent, Belgium, there is the
famous altar painting "The Adoration of the Lamb," often called
more simply "the Mystic Lamb," the
work of two of the greatestFlemish
masters of the fifteenth century.
Huybrecht and Jan Van Eych
were born in the town of Maaseych,
Flanders, the elder, about 1366 and
Jan about twenty years later.
Nothing certain is known of Muybrecht's life save for the fact that
he died in Ghent in 1426; but after
the year 1422 to his death in 1441,
Jan's career as court painter to
John of Bavaria and later to Philip
the Good, Duke of Burgandy, is
well documented.
Jan entered the service of John
of Bavaria while his elder brother
remained at Ghent, where in 1424
he was commissioned by Jodocus
Vydts to paint the "Mystic Lamb".
When he died in 1426, Huybrecht
was interred in the chapel for
which he had been executing the
polyptych. Jan returned to Ghent
and completed his brother's work;
the painting was consecrated in
May, 1432.

The "Adoration of the Lamb" was spared during
the iconoclastic raids of the mid-sixteenth century
only because two days before St. Bacon's was
sacked, the painting was removed from the Vydts'
chapel and hidden in a tower.
The Ghent Altarpiece consists of twenty-six

most powerful human creatures. His right hand is
raised in benediction and He looks with serene
countenance upon the vast multitude of the saints

panels, twelve of which are on the outside and are
visible when the polyptych is closed. The exterior
panels (not shown here) are rather subdued in their
coloring and much more uniform in tone than the
interior pictures. On the outside, at either end of
the lowest rank are the portraits of the donors,
Jodocus Vydts, Burgomaster of Ghent, and his wife
Elizabeth, both kneeling in prayer. Between them
are painted the statues of St. John the Baptist and
St. John the Evangelist. The Upper two center
panels form a continuation of Our Lady's chamber.
(The separation of Gabriel and Mary, usually by
architecture, is the traditional manner of portraying
the Annunciation. Most probably, this dates back to
the early Christian basilicas where each of the
participants in the Annunciation would be shown
on either side of the apre.) Four small panels at
the top of the closed altarpiece show the two
prophets Micah and Zachariah and two pagan sibyes.
The interior of the altarpiece which was opened
only on festal occasions, blazes forth in all the
colors and glitters with the gold leaf so lavishly applied by the Van Eychs to the rich embroderies and
gorgeous crowns they were so famous for painting.
In the center upon a throne, sits the Triune God
clad as a pope-emperor with the tiara of one and
the gold and crystal sceptre of the other of his

depicted in the five panels of the lower tier. To the
right of God sits the serene, crowned figure of Our
Lady and on the other side, John the Baptist whose
prominence is threefold in cause: he was patron of
the cathedral at the time, he is the great prophet
of the Lamb, and it was of him that Christ spoke
the words, "Among them that are born of women,
there hath not risen a greater than John the Baptist." Both the Virgin and the Baptist are reading
holy books and are turned towards God.
The largest panel in each wing represents angels
as they sing and make music in praise of God; the
end panels of the upper tier show Adam and Eve.
Above Adam, a tiny panel in chiaroscuro represents
the sacrifice of Abel. (This death, the consequence
of original sin is shown above the representation of
Eve holding the apple, the occasion of original sin.)
The famous lower panels show the saints as they
adore the Lamb of God upon an altar surrounded
by angels and above which hovers the Holy Spirit.
From all directions converge streams of figures
tiny compared with the scale even of the angels,
the smallest figures in the upper tier, yet so minutely executed are the details that it has been said
that one can count the individual hairs in the manes
of the horses. The composition of the central panel
is strictly symmetrical but there is no harshness in
this symmetry, as its severity is foiled by the bright
colors, the rich green beauty of the landscape, the
quaint yet stately towers against the sky, and the

BY C.E. GAVIN
masses of lush foliage and tiny
flowers.
The Flemish masters were very
familiar with the art of manuscript illumination and many of
them ornamented the pages of
missals, psalters and books of
hours for the rich burghers of the
low countries and the powerful
nobles of France and the Empire.
Although nothing can be said with
certainty in this regard, nevertheless several pages in the "Tres
Riches Heures dv Due le Berry"
and the "Hours of Mulan" have
been attributed to Jan Van Eych.
In the panel farthest right in
the lower rank, may be discerned
the giant St. Christopher striding
with other pilgrim saints to approach nearer the Mystic Lamb.
The adjacent picture shows a troop
of hermits against a rocky background. Every face here is full of
character and holiness. The panel
farthest on the left shows the dignified equestrian figures of the
righteous judges. The benevolent
old Man in velvet and fur who
rides his white horse in the foreground, is said by tradition to be
the portrait of Huybrecht Van
Eych, Jan's beautiful memorial to
his brother. The picture adjacent
to the judges represents the soldiers of Christ. The three foremost
Knights with waving standards
seem to be Saints Sebastian,
George and Michael, the patrons
of the three Flemish guilds that
marched to the crusades. Behind
the knights ride sainted Emperors
and the Kings. In the middle panel,
the martyrs, virgins and the Holy
priests, Bishops and Popes, stand
worshipfully about the altar and
the "Fountain of the Water of
Life."
The Ghent polyptych presents to
us not only John's vision of the
Adoration of the Lamb by all the
saints but also it tells us, in a
language similar to that spoken by
the stationary of the great portals
of Pheinus, Anneus, and Adam and
Eve brought Death (Cain and
Abel) into the world but God the
All-mighty, All-Good and All-bountiful, determined the incarnation,
foretold by the prophets of the
Old Testament and the pagan sybils, which took place at the Annunciation The Redemption of man
was consummated by the shedding
of the Lamb's blood so that all men
(all the saints) might take of the
Kingdom of Heaven, and might
join the angels in knowing the
Infinite truth and loving the Infinite God for all eternity.

COLLEGE DANCE CLUB
HOTEL KENMORE
Every Friday and Saturday Night
STAG OR COUPLE
DANCING INSTRUCTION
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AFTER SHA V E
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Refreshing antiseptic action heals
razor nicks, helps keep your skin
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Cross Punting Wins
By

PAUL LUCY

fumble in the right place and at
the right time.
This fact was certainly proved
by the Holy Cross tactics which
were simply to punt the ball deep
into B.C. territory, often on second
or third down, and then hope that
refused to show any mercy either the Eagles would either fumble it
to the ball players or the fans. back to them or attempt to pass
The condition of Holy Cross' Fitton out of their own territory, thereby
Field necessitated more than a few risking an interception with their
last minute changes in strategy on backs to the wall. Under the cirthe part of Holovak and Anderson, cumstances this proved to be the
both of whom had spent a great best possible strategy.
percentage of their teams preOne of the better comments on
game practice hours on pass de- the game was voiced by Boston
fense drills.
Herald sportswriter, Arthur Sampson, who noted paradoxically that
Actually the inclement weather "Fumbles
were occurring so freof
style
play
not only changed the
and passes were being
quently
from a passing game to a running
hurled so inaccurately that the
game, but it also gave our Eagles chances of
scoring or advancing
to
a better chance
win. With B.C. without the ball were better than
reputedly having a stronger line
they were in possession." The truth
and deeper backfield, the local of
this statement is all too obvious
sports writers had, prior to the
anyone who watched the Cross
to
lines
print
countless
game, put in
a B.C. fumble on the
recover
which added up to the fact that if Eagles five-yard line and turn it
the Eagles could stop Greene they
the game's first tally; or, even
could, in all probability stop Holy into
if it wasn't obvious after the first
Cross. However, such was not the Crusader touchdown, it certainly
case even though B.C. didn't have became so when the second Cross
to stop Greene, for this was taken T.D. was set up by an intercepted
care of very nicely by the inces- pass on the B.C. twelve yard line.
sant sheets of rain. As a matter
The most frustating part of the
of fact the rain stopped not only
game was not so much the final
Greene but the entire Holy Cross score, but the fact that the B.C.
and Boston College teams as well. team played as hard and as inWhat was originally intended as a spired a game as probably any
game of skill, as is any football B.C. team has ever played but just
game, turned out to be little more couldn't get the necessary breaks
than a game of chance with the on which to capitalize.
outcome dependent on little more
The idea of replaying the game
than a matter of recovering a is one which probably appeals to
The annual 8.C.-Holy Cross game
is famous for breeding the unexpected and last Saturday's tilt
was certainly no exception. However, this time the players were
not as responsible for the outcome
as was "Old Man Weather" who

(Photo

by LenscrafO

Don Allard, Boston College quarterback, receives the WNAC-TV
Good Sportsmanship Trophy from CBS star Ed Sullivan, at the first
Annual WNAC-TV Good Sportsman Award dinner held at the Somerset
Hotel Tuesday night. Allard was selected from over 60 football stars
from five greater Boston colleges.

the members of the Holy Cross
team equally as much as it appeals
to our own Eagles for they must
realize that nothing much was
proved by Saturday's contest. However, a rematch is unfortunately
just not practical for many obvious
reasons, and we have, therefore, no
recourse other than to wait for
next season's regularly scheduled
game. The fact that both teams
have so many regulars returning
in 1958 is sufficient to remove
some of the glumness which has
been caused by the playing conditions of this year's game. However, this understandably enough
does not offer much consolation to
those Eagles such as Plenty, T. J.
Sullivan, Seager, Meehan, Lane, et
al., who have had their last crack
at the Crusaders. All of these men,
along with their teammates, played
their hearts out last Saturday and
certainly deserve a better chance
than they got to show off the
ability that has helped them win
seven games in a row this season.

Crosscountry Ends
O'Leary Paces Team
successful crossin which the
romped to four
meets, were the
fleet feet of one Bob O'Leary. Bob
copped first spot in four of the
meets and sparked the rubber-soled
men in shorts throughout the season. Bob's efforts reached a climax
in the meet with the highly favored Coast Guard Academy and
the Merchant Marines, when he set
a new course record with the time
of 21:45, to lead his teammates to
an upset victory. Other swifties
gathered much needed points for
the squad. Among them were Ed
Quinn, John Joyce, Bob Kelleher,
and in later meets, John McCormick, Hank Lalacerin, and Dick
O'Shaughnessy. A perfect record
was missed by a scant one point
in the All-New England meet in
which Tufts garnered top laurels.
Highlighting a
season,
Heights Harriers
victories in five
country

Hopes are now high for a similarly victorious indoor season since
the sprinters, middle distance men,
and milers have rounded themselves into peak condition by their
fall running. Activities commence
December fourteenth with the first
invitational meet and will continue
with the big indoor meets coming
in January and February. The
K. of C. and the B.A.A. meets held
at Boston Garden, January 18 and
February 1 respectively spotlight
the latter events. Christmas vacation will be filled with panting
breaths and oil of wintergreen, as
the tracksters prep for their
matches.

YOUNG MEN-WOMEN
STUDENTS-TEEN AGERS
Fabulous 45 RPM record offer. All the latest hit recordings including POPULAR,
ROCK-N-ROLL, COUNTRY & WESTERN, RHYTHM & BLUES, ETC. Can be yours
now during our new membership drive at a fraction of their regular retail price.
During this membership drive the HOLLYWOOD RECORD CLUB to acquaint you
with our records will send you four (4) currently popular hit recordings for the
amazingly low price of only $1.00 plus
to cover the cost of postage and
handling. If after receiving and playing your recordings you are not completely
satisfied simply return to us and your $1.00 will be refunded. Each month you
choose from. You are under no obligation in receiving this
list. To receive your first four (4) records send $1.00 plus
today and your
recordings will be forwarded to you immediately. Mail to:

will be

sent a

list

to

RECORDS
6625 DELMAR BLVD., DEPT. 313

UNIVERSITY CITY 5, MO.
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Varsity Dance Club Presents
BIG BATTLE OF BANDS
Freddy Sateriale's Orchestra vs. Guy Ormandy's Orchestra
Stan Richard, M.C.
$1.25 per person

Stag or Couple
3 BIG DOOR PRIZES

Grand Ballroom

y_

?

Sherry Biltmore Hotel

(By ffce Author of "Rally Round theFlag, Boys! "and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

DECK THE HALLS
The days grow short, the nights grow long, the north wind
doth blow, and a light frost appears on the knees of coeds.
Christmas is icumen in, and once more our keen young
minds turn to the vexing problem of Christmas gifts.
Let us examine first the most vexing of all gift problems:
What do you buy for the person who has everything? Well
sir, when you encounter this dilemma, the best thing to
do is seize it by the horns. Ask yourself this question:Does
he truly have everything? Does he, for example, have a
birthmark? A Mach number? A lacrosse net? An I-beam?
An S-hook? A U-bolt? A T-square? A Primus stove?
(There is, incidentally, quite an interesting little story
abouthowPrimus came toinvent thestove. Before Primus's
invention, cooking was rather "a hazardous occupation.
People justbuilt fires any old place?the floor, the closet,
the escritoire?and often as not the whole house would go
up in flames along with the dinner. Primus, a goose
plucker of Frankfurt-am-Main, kept thinking there must
be a more efficient way to cook. Finally, in a flash of inspiration, it came to him: Why notbuild a device to contain
the fire and keep it from spreading?

...fe M&fe m iff hmUm U tfafofptfper.. (Well sir, he built precisely such a device and named it
after his beloved wife Stove. Primus's first Stove, it must
be confessed, was less than a triumph; his mistake was in
building it out of paper. The next Stove, built of wood,
fared hardly better. Not until he made one out of metal
could the Stove really be called a success.
(Put even then the Stove was not entirely satisfactory.
The trouble was that the Stove filled up with ashes and
became useless after a few weeks. It remained for Primus's
son Frederick to conquer that problem. He invented a
mechanism to remove ashes from the bottom of the Stove
and was thenceforth known to posterity as Frederick the

(irate.)
But I digress. We were discussing Christmas gifts. This
year, as every year, a popular gift is the smoking jacket.
And what do the smoking jackets smoke? Why, Marlboro,
of course?every man jacket of them. And why wouldn't
they smoke Marlboros? Why wouldn't anybody with a
taste bud in his head? You get such a lot to like in a Marl-

.. .

.

flip-top box.
boro?filter
flavor
is
no
filter
to
hollow
the cheeks and bug the eyeHere
balls; here is a filter that draws nice and easy. Here is no
flavor to pale and pall; here is a flavor ever fresh, ever
zestful. Here is no flimsy pack to crumble and shred its
precious cargo; here is a sturdy box that keeps each cigarette plump and pristine.
Speaking of smoking, the year's most unusual gift item
is a brand-new cigarette lighter that never needs refilling.
You are scoffing. You are saying you have heard such claims
before. But it's true, I promise you. This new lighter
never, never needs refilling! The fuel supply lasts forever.
Of course, there are certain disadvantages. For one
thing, the lighter is rather bulky?l7o feet long and three
stories high.
But look on the bright side: As the fuel runs out, you
can rent rooms in it.
© 1957 M? shulman

,

Good to give, good to receive, at Christmas or any other time
is a carton of hlter-tip Marlboros, whose makers takepleasure
in bringing you this column throughout the school year.
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Pucksters

Prospects Pleasurable Undertakers IM Champions

By NEIL MAHONEY
With the spirit of football hardly dead yet the
hockey season with all its action and excitement is
now underway. In fact its first game was played
last Wednesday night. However, don't look for the
results in this issue, for unlike daily newspapers we
compose our Friday issues Tuesday night. This results from the fact that our printers, the Sullivan
brothers, B.C. grads of course, are situated in
Lowell, and it takes their horse and wagon that
long to come and go.
Let's see, we were discussing hockey weren't we.
Well, without the results of the Northeastern game
we can do nothing but evaluate the team's personnel, capabilities and probable outcome.
With a few weeks' practice now under their belts
the skaters have really felled into a smooth working, fast, hard driving team, that has brought many
a smile to the grim faces of those who anticipated
a rather rough, unprofitable season. This was due
to the fact that so much talent was taken away with
the closing of Commencement Week last year. In
fact only seven varsity players returned this September. To supplement these scant seven, who make
up in quality what they lack in quantity, Coach
Kelley has gleaned fourteen good Sophomores from
last year's freshman team, and develop them into
two good lines, a second defense, and some capable
reserves to boot.
The first line of course consists of the experienced
veterans, who composed last year's high scoring
combination, namely: Dick Kane at center, little
Ned Bunyan at left wing, and Joe Jangro at right.
The second line, composed entirely of Sophomores,
has really come into its own as a potential threat

,
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to any opposition, and should prove to be the scrappiest, fightingest line B.C. has seen in many a year.
Jack "the Ripper' Cusack, who at times likes to
face off the oppositions' center rather than the
puck, holds down the center position while Bob
Leonard and Ron Walsh work aside him at the
wings. The third line is headed by veteran center
Tom Mahony with Juniors Don O'Neill and Bob
Boyle at the wings.
The starting defense for the Eagle icemen is
Captain Jack Cadagan and Myles Cassidy, who
played as a unit last year. They played very well
together, grabbing the puck from the opposition and
setting up plays. The second defense is made up of

Junior Jack Madden, who saw no action last year
as a Sophomore and Bill Gillies, a Sophomore, who
looked good on the Freshman team last year.
In the nets the Eagles have Al Pitts, who played
somewhat in his Sophomore year behind "Chick"
D'Entrement, and obtained much experience last
year, as he played the entire twenty-five or so games
and stopped about a quarter of a ton or rubber that
came his way. Behind Pitts are three of Bernie
Burkes products from the Frosh club, and to date
Kelley can find none superior to another; however,
he feels that all are able prospects, and it's certainly to his advantage to possess three good netminders of equal caliber, than only one and an easy
selection.
It looks as though the B.C. hockey fans, as always, are going to be blessed with another fruitful
year. Our prediction is that our pucksters will close
the season with no less than a 20-5 record. Harvard,
again, will be the Eagles' nemesis. If they can
subdue the Johnnies, they should be Colorado bound.

Zappers Beaten In Finals

By RICHIE MOORE
After a long and confused play- years and the infractions were
off tournament, the "Undertakers", overlooked. The "Riccis" had the
a group of Juniors in C.B.A. misfortune to be the first victims
emerged as the Intramural Foot- of this rule in any sport for several
ball Champions by defeating the years.
"Zappers", Seniors in C.B.A. The
In the Championship game, the
"Undertakers" were the "dark- "Undertakers" overpowered the
horse" team of the league and up- "Zappers" 21-0. Billy Clark passed
set the "Laughers", 7-0. The "Zap for all three touchdowns.
pers" backed into the playoffs
Other winners of the champion's
when the "Riccis" were declared jackets are Charlie Harrington,
ineligible and all the teams they Bob Sullivan, Tom Larkin, Tom
had eliminated from the tourna- Murphy, Frank Costello and Roger
ment were reinstated.
Sullivan. Pete Kelly, Pete Steeves
The "Riccis" were declared in- and Don Gallagher played a terrieligible because the players came fic game for the losers.
from different sections. These SeSince the Basketball League has
niors in A&S have played together just started, most of the teams are
for four years and operated under still tightly bunched with the
the principle that since none of "Scalpels" the early leaders with
their own sections had teams, it a 4-0 record. They are followed by
was permissible for them to get the "Lemacs" and the "Laughers"
together and play as a unit. The with 3-0. The highest score in a
official rule is: If a student is in game was compiled by the "Mapa section that does not enter a walkers" when they walked over
team and he wishes to play, he the "Goon Platoon" 100-46.
Even though the season has just
must report to the IM office, where
he may be assigned to a team. It started, there are some teams who
is unfortunate that this rule was show an apathy by forfeiting practically all their games. These
misunderstood.
It is also surprising that this teams are reminded that after
rule was enforced since the same these unexplained forfeits they are
situation arose in the past two dropped from the league.
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BasketblSchedule
Date
12/7
12/11
12/14
12/17
12/19
1/2
1/4
1/18
1/24
1/25
1/28
1/30
2/1
2/5
2/7
2/13
2/19
2/22
2/24
3/1
3/4

Place
A
Northeastern
A
Connecticut
A
Tufts
A
Brandeis
H
A
Brown
A
Fairfield
Seton Hall
A
New York AC A
St. Peter's
A
Massachusetts A
A
Harvard
Marquette
A
H
St. Anselm
Stonehill
H
Team
Colby

Providence

H
H

Skippers
Cop Trophy
The Boston College Sailing team
copped the Bishop Donaghy Trophy
last week, defeating Tufts, M.1.T.,
Holy Cross and 8.U., on the

Time Charles River, as both divisions of
8:30 the regatta were captured by B.C.
8:15 skippers.
Pat O'Neal and Ted Dougherty
8:00
8:15 piloted their dinghys home ahead
8:30 of the competition in the first divi8:00 sion, while Thomas Legere won in
8:30 the second division. Tom was also
8:30 the high point skipper in the five8:30 college competition sailed in Tech.
8:30 dinghys through the courtesy of
8:30 M.I.T.
The trophy, offered by the Holy
8:30
8:30 Cross Yacht Club, honors the
8:30 brother of that college's president,
8:00 Bishop Frederick Donaghy, who
8:30 underwent a great ordeal for his

8:00 faith while held prisoner by the
8:30 Chinese Reds in 1952.
As a result of the competitive
8:30
A
8:30 spirit of the team this year, the
A
8:30 ban imposed by the NCAA against
B.C. last year for failing to attend
Note: All home games will be a scheduled regatta may be lifted.
played at Brandeis.
The ban forbade B.C. from comA?Away
H?Home
petition outside New England.

Suffolk
Holy Cross
Boston U.
Providence
Boston U.

A
H

Glamorize your date!

ORCHID CORSAGES
Gardenias, Roses and Camellias
AT BIG SAVINGS! From
up.
Memorial Drive, Cambridge
VS
B

_
A

_
R
*

Near B.U. Bridge
Corey Road, Brighton
Corner of Washington Street
Route 0, Newton
at Hammond Pond Pkwy.

OPEN EVERY NIGHT TIL 9 P.M.
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Everybody meets

Ah-h,
that's REAL beer!
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at the BILTMORE
\u25a0"Jew York's a winternational t£
yground, and The Biltmore's
at the heart of the holiday fun.
Your good times start under the
ock; it's the meeting place every
student knows. Write now, to our
College Department, for Special
StudentRates and Reservations.

JT\
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idison Avenue at 43rd St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.
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THE F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY, N.

I

At Grand Central Station

HOTEIS? The Barclay & Park Lane4k\ OtAer REALTY
Harry M. Anholt, President
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Thirteen Grid Seniors Bow Out

Thirteen seniors bid a wet fare- Globe All New England squad, Tom
well to B.C. football in the mud and has this year come into his own as
muck of Fitton Field last Satur- a topflight guard. Holovak recogday, a poor environment for such nized his ability by naming Tom
good-bys.
acting captain in place of the inLed by Captain Tom Joe Sulli- jured Tom Joe Sullivan.
van, the departing lettermen should
Gardner, Mass,
Joe Gabis
give Mike Holovak a few more claims this 6-2, 225 lbs. hunk of
sleepless nights as he scurries football player as its own and with
about trying to fill their shoes. good reason. "Uncle Joe" moves his
These seniors had their successful large frame with the agility of a
7-2 season marred only by a pre- tiger as unfortunate opposing backs
mature shellacking at the hands of will attest. No slouch upstairs
a powerful Naval Academy club either, Joe once scribbled a column
and the aforementioned mud bath for this tabloid and it is rumored
with their bane, Holy Cross.
that he finds pleasure in working
Capt. Tom Joe Sullivan
Our with iams and metre.
captain from Southie has had many
Alex Kulevich
This 6-2 end
moments of glory in football at the with glue on his fingers is a quick
Heights. Best known is his over- man everywhere including
on the
the shoulder snatch of a Jimmy gridiron. On the field Al was all
Kane aerial in the waning moments football player, blocking not with
of the '51 Cross game which put the the softness of his off field manball on the Crusader four-yard line ner but with the
jolting impact of
and set up the winning touchdown a flying end. Next year Al will fulin a 19-14 upset victory. Also in fill his ROTC obligations as a
secthat year, Tom Joe took a Miss- ond John in the U.S. Army. After
issippi kick off on his own goal line
stint, Al hopes to become a
and sprinted 100 yards for a big this
teacher-coach at some high school.
breakaway
speed
score. Tom Joe's
Don Seagar
The underrated
has been hampered this year by a member of a highly touted backback injury he suffered in the Navy field showed his worth against
clash. In that game Tom snared an B. U. In this game, by racking up
Allard pass and went 93 yards for two touchdowns with a 43 yard
B.C.'s lone tally. A replacement for breakaway run and with the snagTom Joe who can provide like ging of an eight yard Allard fling,
thrills will be hard to locate.
Don broke the back of a strong
Tom Meehan
"Tank" as he is B. U. team. A former nine letter
affectionately known to his team- star at Arlington High, Don will
mates was anchor man in a solid say goodby to football now and
forward wall. Named to the A.P. concentrate on teaching after grad?

?
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All East team and to the Boston uation.

Win
Opener at R.I.
Hoopmen

By PAUL LYONS

With two seniors and three juniors being supported by a bench
of juniors and sophomore the Eagle
quintet defeated Rhode Island by a
score of 73-52, last Monday.
The opening game victory was
made possible by three important
factors, namely, rebounding, defense and team effort. These were
especially apparent in the second
half.
George Giersch, a 6-5 forward,
and Jack Harrington, a 6-3 center,
left the Rhode Island hoopsters
glued to the floor as they took
charge of the rebounding action.
When these high-jumping hoopster
got the ball, and it was often, Paul
Lyons, and Jack Magee, both 6-1
guards, showed their sharp-shooting ability by their consistent two
point tallies.
The turning point came when
backcourtman, George Bigelow,
got two quick tallies with ten min-

utes remaining. These four points
seemed to spur on the Eagle quintet so much, that Rhode Island just
could not stop them.
Throughout the entire game a
great and all important team effort was made. Each man passed
well and did not shoot when a teammate had a better shot lined up.
This in itself is a great victory for
a team.
The Eagle quintet added a well
played defensive game to their
nights' work as a sign they are
ready for the season.
With a first game win and the
return of Jack McGrath, a 6-6
guard, to add that needed height,
Dino Martins' Eagles will be hard
to stop.

COURT CHATTER: The quintet
be in for another boost in two
weeks or so, for Don Allard, who
quarterbacks in the fall, also seems
may

to possess great capabilities on the
court during the winter. If he looks
as well as he did during practice
Tuesday night, he well may be
third or fourth guard on the team.
Allard's sidekick, and the other end
of his passing combination, Jim
Colclough, also practiced with the
hoopsters. Although not quite on
a par with Allard, he displayed po-

tential and desire that could de-

velop him into a fine playmaker.

Coach Martin should be very
happy with these two avid athletes
that still have a lot of fight and
energy in them despite their long,
hard grid season.

By

JOE SCALLEY

Dick Lynch
This year's nomination as Mr. Hard Luck '57 is the
senior who was slated to see a lot
of action at quarterback this year.
But Dick Lynch suffered a torn
cartilage in an early fall practice
session and finished the season
operating the phone on the Boston
bench. Dick, a good quarterback,
?

unfortunately operated in the shadow of a couple of good passers by
the name of Donlan and Allard and
never fulfilled his potential. A
fighter, still, Dick will head into
industrial relations after graduation and will fight his way to suc-

cess in thatfield also.

Larry Plenty?Former All-State
back at Rindge Tech, all around
Larry has displayed power at fullback and exceptional ability on
pass defense in his career at the
Heights. On third and two, Larry
was the guy into whose gut you
shoved the pigskin for those crucial six feet of green turf. Also a
fair catcher on the diamond in the
spring. Mr. Plenty was good
enough to make the G.8.1. All-Star

squad.

Athlete-gentleman
Tom Lane
Tom Lane jumped into tough spots
when needed and left nothing to be
desired. Both as right guard and
left tackle. Tom evoked nothing
but praisefrom his coaches, Messrs.
Holovak and St. Pierre. Tom made
the big jump from Columbus High
to the Heights successfully and
?

made friends doing it.
Buddy Alves? This 170 lb. War-

wick, R. I. scatback set a Rhode
Island scoring record of 206 points
in his junior year of high school,
which still stands. Buddy was
about to break this record in his
senior year but an injured ankle
stopped him late in the season. In
his sophomore year here, Buddy
was second string half back on the
strength of his shifting, spurting
speed. Starting at halfback in the
Rutgers game of his junior year,
Buddy broke away on a forty yard
gallop but stumbled in a gopher
hole and was caught from behind
by the Rutgers safety man. As a
result, Buddy fell into his coach's
easily aroused disfavor, and subsequently was seldom given the
chance to display his breakaway
power in his last two years, and
then only when the fans forced
Holovak's hand. In his appearances
this year, Buddy performed well
and showed flashes of his old starness. Good luck, Buddy with whatever you do.
Bill O'Brien? Big Bill from Dorchester was sidelined by a knee injury last season. This handicap
also kept Bill from spring practice
this year but Bill showed his determination and spirit by coming
out and making the squad as center
this year. Bill saw plenty of action
and held down the line when
needed.

"Boots" Connelly? Boston Latin
product and hard working fullback,

"Boots" was a doubtful member of
the squad when he suffered his
third concussion of the year in fall
practice. However, "Boots" came

back, and played much needed fullback behind Seager and Plenty.
Sheldon Daly
St. Sebastian
graduate, measuring 6:3 and
weighing 245 lbs., Sheldon played
somewhat in his sophomore days
and this year, Sheldon's large
frame was seen oft times in the
line where he looked impressive
against Florida State.
Ray Sullivan
Ray, a tall end
hailing from Rhode Island, was a
sometimes unnoticed member of
this year's squad. His ability,
however, could be seen in the Dayton game in which he played well.
?

?

University Growth

?

(Continued from Page 2)
gether with this program for
campus development and facilities,
there is and will continue to be a
need for a larger endowment for
student assistance, and an increase
of resources to provide for adequate faculty growth and salaries
in a period of ever increasing costs
for higher education.
The news of each day brings further evidence to all of us of the
necessity and value of higher education and the University, not only

for the individual but also for the
welfare of the whole community.
And at a time when many are
charged and conscious of the need
and neglect of schools and colleges,
Boston College must be grateful
for the devotionand support of our
alumni and friends. And as we plan
and move ahead we are confident
of that continued support.

The Scene Changes

10
Fr. Drinan Addresses
State Penal Board
between 17 and

"Law breakers
21 should receive special consideration from penal authorities.
Youths in this age bracket are too
old to be treated as juvenile delinquents and too young to be handled
as adult criminals." This was the
recommendation made by Rev.
Robert- F. Drinan, S.J., Dean and
Professor of Criminal Law at the
Law School before the State Penal
Board for youthful offenders.
Father Drinan cited several reasons why this age group should
receive special treatment. "It seems
certain," he said, "that many of
these youths who go to jail for
their first offense, later take up a
life of crime because of their
prison associations. Furthermore,
many youths who repent of their
one crime are haunted forever by
the disabilities which remain from
the "invisible"
their crime
stripes of their prison career."
He pointed out the need for research in this field of criminology.
"What deep unrest has made
America's citizens of tomorrow
her young people on the threshold
of adulthood?the perpetrators of
one fourth of the major crimes of
the country? What can be done to
re-educate this group in their home
or school or their community?
What motivational or psychiatric
help can arrest this wave of
crime?"

...
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Prof Bemis Will Address
Second Citizens Seminar

Busine OF
fcal eatured

At Economics Academy

On Wednesday, December 11, at
four o'clock, the second of the
On Tuesday, November 19, the work market.
1957-1958 Boston College Citizen Economics Academy presented JoMore recently the
Seminars will be conducted in Ful- seph Tusher, Personnel Director of Academy presented a
ton Hall. The Chairman of the the Carter's Ink Company. Mr. Edwin Breen, Director

Tusher spoke about the changing Northeast Airlines. Mr. Breen diswage pattern which he attributed cussed the numerous job opporto rising wages, rising productivi- tunities available in this field and
ty, and wage compression.
outlined the tremendous expansion
during the, past 25
Another point covered was the of Northeast
years from a company of four men
method of evaluating a prospective to
one which now employs over
employee. He stated that the three
2,500.
most important points were (1)
the applicant's sincerity, (2) his
A question and answer period
original ideas on his objective, and and general discussion followed
(3) a realistic approach to the Mr. Breen's talk.

Seminar will be S. Bruce Black,
Chairman of the Board of Liberty
Mutual Life Insurance Company.

(Heights Photo by Peter Carroll)

PROF. SAMUEL BEER

Speakers will be: Lewis Mumford Bemis, Professor in the School
of Architecture at M.I.T. and
author of the recent book, "Culture
of Our Cities"; Maurice E. H. Rotival, Planning Consultant for the
City of New York; and Arthur P.
Wilcox, Vice President of A. W.
Perry, Inc. Their topic will be The
Future of Downtown.

Dem. Club Hears Prof. Beer

Young

The Young Democrats Club was
addressed at a recent meeting by
Prof. Samuel Beer, Chairman of
the History and Government Department at Harvard and State
Chairman of the Americans for
Democratic Action. The subject of

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION 1958

what he called "the ideal type of
liberal" in the matter of integration, he cited the Rev. William
Keneally, S.J., former Dean of the
Law School, and praised highly the
work that he has been doing in the

V I A

Queen Mary or Queen Elizabeth, TWA or Air France
Queen's every two weeks from April 23
For

folder call NEWTON CENTRE'S
FOR BOTH STEAMSHIPS and AIRLINES

TRAVEL
NEWTON WALTHAM
AT NO EXTRA
PERSONALIZED SERVICE
634 Commonwealth Aye.
Blgelow 4-9634

South.

the address was Liberalism.

details and
AGENTS

AUTHORIZED

Next Thursday the club will present Endicott (Chub) Peabody, who
is a member of the Governor's
Council and is being often mentioned as a candidate for the office
proposals:
on the part of all both in the North of Attorney General in the next
1. Any person between 17 and and South. As an illustration of state elections.
21 who has committed a non-capital offense may at the discretion of
the court be adjudged a "youthful
offender." Such persons shall be selected by the judge on the basis of
reliable evidence that he would
profit by corrective treatment outside of prison. Any person so selected shall be committed to an
existing youth board or another
specially-created board.
2. The state could experiment
with less formal types of penal institutions such as forestry camps
In his talk Prof. Beer said that
the greatest challenge to the libe3 Proposals
ral today is the problem of integraFr. Drinan made three concrete tion, and he urged militant action

arrangeand custodial homes
ments which have proven their
value elsewhere. Likewise, an adequately financed diagnostic clinic
would be most helpful in turning
back youths from a criminal career.
3. If a person committed to the
custody of the youth board is released, such discharge may restore
to the youth all civil rights and
shall have the effect of completely

Economics
lecture by
of Sales at

(Corner

CHARGE
Centre St.)

LAsell 7-6616

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

DR. PAUL BOULANGER
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board should be confidential.
Must Pioneer
"Massachusetts could pioneer in
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Don't let that "drowsy feeling" cramp your style in class
or when you're "hitting
the books". Take a NoDoz
Awakener! In a few minutes,
you'll be your normal best...
wide awake
alert! Youf
doctor will tell you?NoDoz
(Awakeners are safe as coffee.
Keep a pack handy!
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STUDENTS! MAKE $25
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KEEP ALERT FOR A
BETTER POINT AVERAGE!
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ANY NORMAL DORM'LL be full of Lucky
smokers! You can count'em by carloads
on any campus
and no wonder! A
+U
T
1
1- U* smoke?the
1
you see, is a light
Lucky,
right smoke for everyone. It's made of
nothing but naturally light tobacco . ..
golden rich, wonderfully good-tasting
tobacco that's toasted to taste even better ' nc a set dorms without Lucky
sm °kers, and you've stumbled on a
mighty OcW ® uad! Bon,t you miss out~
Ught UP & LUCky" Y U ' U S&Y & Ught
smoke's the right smoke for you!
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WHAT IS A LACKADAISICAL MOB?

WILBUfc JUST WOKE UP TO
THE FACT THAT HES IN CLASS!
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expunging the crime from the record. The records of the youth

this desperately important area by
enacting legislation based on the
best informed opinions gathered
after lengthy hearings. The Commonwealth's efforts for the 17-21
year old criminals could be as significant as this state's enactment
of the first probation law in the
United States in the year 1878."
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we print?and for hundreds more that
never get used. Sticklers are simple riddles with
two-word rhyming answers. Both words must

Stickler

havethesamenumberofsyllables.
(Don't do drawings.) Send your
Sticklers with your name, address,
college and class to Happy-JoeLucky,Box67A, Mt. Vernon.N.Y.

WHAT IS A MAN WHO
HOARDS SALTINES?
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15 TABLETS, 35c
35 tablets
in handy tin
69c
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Spry Spy

BOSTON COLLEGE
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U. OF WASHINGTON

maryun r.sHEB.
SAN JOSE JR. COLL.
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Ught SMOKE-LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
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Jovitjeec- is our middle name

